Monitor Assembly & Installation Guide (I)

This monitor is fragile and may break even with a small external force. Please follow this assembly and installation guide carefully to prevent damage. Free repair service is not available if the monitor is damaged due to improper installation.

Before opening the package, please check for any damage to the packing box. If the box is damaged or there is any trace of any external force, please keep the box* and protective cushioning foam for verification of the cause(s).

* Please store the monitor box and cushioning foam for service verification later.

Precautions to prevent panel from breaking

Avoid direct contact between your new monitor and your supporting surface. It is also not advisable to assemble on a soft surface, such as a bed.

*Remarks for MMU team: we have many customers who actually broke the panel while assembling on bed or fluffy duvet.

How to install

1. Lay the carton flat with the marking facing downwards, and then open it.

2. Hold the binding strap and pull out the device horizontally.

3. Stand monitor up carefully.

4. Remove the upper part of protective cushioning foam.

5. ~1 (Curved monitor) Assemble stand first and assemble stand and base while keeping the monitor device in the protective cushioning foam.

6. ~2 (Flat monitor) Remove protective cushioning foam, then carefully remove monitor still in its protective bag. Place the monitor with its panel surface facing upwards to assemble stand and base.

7. When moving the monitor, do not grab the panel, but instead hold the bottom side of the monitor.

8. When connecting cables, face the rear side of the machine and grasp the stand while inserting cable(s).
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